Robust video streaming over wireless LANs using multiple description transcoding and prioritized retransmission
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Abstract

Video transport over wireless Local Area Networks (LANs) usually suffers from signal fading, noise interference, and network congestion, leading to time-varying packet loss rate and fluctuating effective bandwidth. We propose in this paper an adaptive error control scheme to adaptively insert error-resilience features into a compressed video in the media gateway which serves roaming clients. Our scheme divides the error control operation into the single description (SD) and multiple-description (MD) modes according to channel condition estimation. In the SD mode, a content-based prioritized retransmission method is proposed to mitigate the error propagation due to packet loss in video transport over wireless LANs. The proposed prioritized retransmission scheme determines the retransmission schedule of a lost packet according to the packet’s loss impact that is obtained in a front-end encoding process. In the MD mode, we propose a channel-aware MD transcoding method to take advantage of MD coding and path diversity so as to further mitigate the error propagation due to packet loss caused by transient channel switching while roaming in wireless LANs. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme effectively mitigates the error propagation due to packet loss, while maintaining low extra computational complexity and low overhead cost. The proposed method is suitable for realtime streaming of prestored videos.
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1. Introduction

Due to the simplicity of configuration and the relatively low cost for network setup, accessing the Internet via wireless LANs is getting more and more popular. Using mobile devices, such as notebooks, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), and smart phones, wireless LANs are available for various applications anywhere in campuses, in offices, and even at home. Among all applications, multimedia applications, such as multimedia streaming, multimedia messaging, video telephony, and video-on-demand are the most interesting and popular applications, since multimedia applications are easier to be accepted, and are closer to human life. However, several characteristics of wireless LANs, such as limited bandwidth, high data error/loss rate, and unstable network condition, pose a great challenge on enabling multimedia applications. Video transport over wireless networks may suffer from signal fading, noise interference, network congestion, and handoff, which will usually cause data error or packet loss. Even a single bit error in a packet can cause the loss of a whole packet, if the number of corrupted bits goes beyond the error correction capacity of error correction codes. This packet-loss problem may lead to serious video quality degradation, which not only affects the quality of current frame, but also leads to error propagation to subsequent frames because of the motion compensated prediction used [1].

The benefits for wireless application are not only without wire connections but also mobile ability, especially
for mobile computing devices, such as smart phones, handheld devices, and multimedia personal digital assistants (PDAs). However, the heterogeneity of client networks and devices makes it very difficult to adapt the video contents to a wide degree of different client channel conditions, especially for mobile users who usually roam in wireless networks. In order to achieve error robustness for transmitting video over wireless networks, a video transcoder can be placed in an intermediate network node (e.g., mobile switch/base-station, proxy server, and media gateway) connected to a high-loss network (e.g., wireless network or highly congested network) to adapt the non-error-resilient connected to a high-loss network (e.g., wireless network or highly congested network) to adapt the non-error-resilient compressed video streams into error-resilience-capable streams [2,3]. Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary three-tier streaming system using a wireless LAN as an extension to the existing wired infrastructure, offering local end-point devices the convenience of wireless connections. This three-tier streaming system involves a streaming server, a media gateway (MG) with a transcoder inside, and mobile client terminals. It can be divided into two parts: the first including the path from the streaming server to the media gateway and the second containing the path from the media gateway to wireless terminals via the wireless access points (APs). The media gateway serves as a proxy/adaptation-engine to adapt multimedia contents to heterogeneous devices. To achieve a high level of accessibility, it needs to provide a reliable and efficient transmission. There exist several channel and source coding schemes which can be used in the media gateway to enhance the error robustness of outgoing video bitstream. Forward Error Correction (FEC) and Automatic Retransmission reQuest (ARQ) are the two most commonly used channel coding schemes for error protection. In the IEEE 802.11 standard [4], the concept of application-level framing (ALF) is often used for packetization, in which packets with a corrupted bit-number greater than the capacity of error correction will be dropped. In this way, a wireless LAN channel becomes a packet erasure channel. ARQ is particularly useful to combat against packet erasure errors and has been adopted in several existing packet protection methods [5–12] for video streaming over wireless LANs. For example, a typical scheduling-oriented retransmission method which takes into account the play-out deadline based on the Early-Deadline-First (EDF) principle was presented in [5]. The EDF method gives priority to the lost packets with earliest play-out deadlines in transmission, which may lead to the overriding of regular packets by the retransmitted packets. In [6], the authors proposed a class of packet scheduling algorithms for wireless video streaming by applying different deadline thresholds to video packets of different importance. The importance of a packet is determined by its relative position within its group of pictures (GOP) and motion-texture context. In [7], an error model was proposed to accurately evaluate the influence of transmission errors on the decoded picture quality in a packet-loss network. The effects of intra-coding and spatial loop filtering are both taken into account in the model. In [8], five schemes based on uniform, frame level reference, slice-level reference, motion, and motion combined with slice-level reference, are respectively proposed for loss differentiation. The conditional retransmission scheme proposed in [9] uses the concealment error and the channel feedbacks to determine whether a packet is worthwhile to retransmit. It provides a rate-distortion analysis of the trade-off between the saved bits due to the reduced retransmission and the increased distortion resulting from the concealment error of not-retransmitted packets. A frame-based scheduling (FBS) scheme was proposed in [10,11] to improve video streaming over 802.11 WLANs. In FBS, the influence (i.e., the effect of error propagation) of each frame in a GOP is evaluated according to the number of frames that are inter-coded with respect to the frame. The FBS scheme then dynamically determines whether to send or discard a packet in one frame according to the influence and retransmission deadline of this frame. Commonly used error resilient source coding tools include data partitioning, synchronization marker, reversible variable length codes (RVLC), Error resilience entropy coding (EREC), Multiple Description Coding (MDC), error tracking, and adaptive intra refresh (AIR), etc. [1]. MDC is kind of joint source and channel coder. The objective of MDC is to enhance the reliability (or error resilience) of data transmission under channel failures, by employing the diversity of channels. MDC [13,14] inserts additional rate to make the bitstream more resilient to transmission errors. If data are sent over multiple independent channels, the possibility of failures of all channels is greatly reduced, leading to a high possibility of receiving correct data from at least one channel, thereby making it easier to estimate the original data with acceptable quality. The redundancy intentionally added in MDC will, however, consume more bandwidth, leading to a trade-off between coding efficiency and error resilience. Several MDC schemes have been proposed recently to address the error resilience coding problem. In [15], a video coder based on MD scalar quantization (MDSQ) with two inde-
dependent prediction loops was proposed. In addition to error resilience, multiple path transport (MPT) is always applied to MDC, which can mitigate congestion in network as well as increase overall network utilization. Several research works integrating MPT with MDC have been proposed for video communication over the Internet [16,17] or wireless networks [18–20]. A comprehensive survey about various MDC techniques and video transport systems integrating MPT and MDC can be found in [14].

Video streaming with roaming across multiple basic service sets (base stations) in wireless LANs always poses considerable challenges. In a wireless LAN, a handoff to find another AP for a mobile client will occur when the original channel serving the client cannot provide satisfactory connection quality. In general, a sequence of events must transpire for roaming. At first, the client has to decide when to roam based on the factors such as signal strength and missed beacons. The second action is to decide where to roam, and then initiate a roam. Finally, the client must resume the existing application session. After the long roaming duration, it performs a nomadic roaming which may cause very heavy transmission data loss, leading to severe transient video quality degradation. We shall show in this paper how a channel handoff caused by a roam in a wireless LAN will hurt the video quality.

We propose an adaptive error control scheme to adaptively insert error-resilience features into a compressed video in the media gateway which serves roaming clients. Our scheme divides the error control operation into the SD and MD modes based on channel condition estimation. In the SD mode, a content-based prioritized ARQ scheme is used to mitigate error propagation due to packet loss. We consider the application scenario that, in the channel, a fixed bandwidth is assigned to a mobile terminal and no dedicated bandwidth is reserved for resending lost packets for the terminal due to limited bandwidth. This implies that the retransmitted packets will compete with the regular video packets for the constrained bandwidth resources. In the proposed ARQ method, the retransmission of a lost packet is scheduled by the packet’s importance level. The importance level of a packet is measured by estimating the relative amount of error propagation should the packet be lost. In our method, the encoder utilizes the motion information generated in the encoding process and the concealment distortion to estimate the error propagation effect of each packet within a GOP if the packet is lost during transmission. The measurements are performed only once and the results are stored in the streaming server for guiding the packet retransmission scheduling and decision.

To address the channel handoff problem in the MD mode, we also propose a channel-aware MD transcoding scheme to adaptively divide the incoming bitstream into multiple descriptions which are sent to the client terminal data via diverse channels. Compared with traditional MD coding (MDC) scheme, the proposed channel-aware MD transcoding framework can not only make best use of path diversity to effectively mitigate packet loss during channel switching, but also avoids sacrificing the coding efficiency in normal channel conditions. We establish a testbed for real-time multipath streaming to verify the performance of the proposed schemes.

The proposed scheme is especially useful for applications involving real-time streaming of pre-stored video (e.g., video/movie on demand, non-live TV broadcasting, and multimedia messaging). In such applications, video clips are encoded offline and pre-stored in a server, making it feasible to deploy, in the off-line encoding process, those useful feature extraction methods which are computationally too extensive to be used in on-line processing. These compressed video streams will then be transcoded and streamed to client terminals for decoding and playback in real-time per clients’ requests. The pre-extracted video content features can be exploited to achieve better performance during the real-time streaming/transcoding process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the proposed system. Our content-based prioritized ARQ scheme is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed channel-aware MD transcoding scheme. In Section 5, experiments are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed method. Finally, our conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

2. Overview of the proposed system

2.1. Multipath streaming testbed

To evaluate the impact of packet loss due to channel handoff on video quality degradation, we established in a laboratory environment a testbed which is composed of four personal computers as illustrated in Fig. 2. These four computers emulate a media gateway which implements an MDC transcoder, two base-stations ($S_1$ and $S_2$), and one mobile client, respectively. In this test scenario, each base-station reports to the transcoder about the packet loss rates (PLRs) and round-trip times (RTTs) of the channels between the base-station and the mobile clients it serves.

![Fig. 2. Proposed testbed for real-time multipath streaming with one media gateway (video transcoder), two base-stations, and one mobile client.](image-url)
On top of this testbed, we realize possible channel handoffs due to roaming among the base-stations and mobile clients. For example, Fig. 3 illustrates the packet loss rate and the video quality degradation due to a channel handoff caused by a roam of the mobile client from $S_i$ to $S_j$ in the testbed. In this experiment, the QCIF ($176 \times 144$) Foreman sequence is encoded at 384 Kbps and 30 fps by a public-domain MPEG-4 software encoder [33]. The first frame is coded as an I-frame, and all subsequent frames are coded as P-frames. Each slice which contains one row of macroblocks is encapsulated into one packet. In wireless networks, mobile clients always attempt to connect to the best available base-station. The result shows that the channel handoff will result in serious transient packet losses. The PSNR performance degradation due to the packet loss in channel handoff can be up to 15 dB. The detailed setting of the testbed is described in Section 5.2.

In the testbed, base-stations $S_i$ and $S_j$ are responsible for detecting the clients located in their communication zones, and then reporting to the media gateway the channel statistics about the clients they are serving. According to the information, the media gateway maintains a path-list table that records which clients can be reached by each station. These paths are ranked according to their channel conditions. The status of a path from a station to a client is updated when any new channel information about the client is received. When the server does not receive any information about the client from any station within a pre-specified timeout interval (namely, the lifetime of the client), the client will be marked as temporarily non-connectable. According to the path-list table, the media gateway chooses to deliver the video data to the client via either only one channel with good quality, or two channels with acceptable qualities but may not be very reliable.

2.2. Proposed error control framework

The proposed system architecture with channel-aware MD transcoding and content-based prioritized ARQ is shown in Fig. 4. In this system, the media gateway (enclosed by the shaded block) on-the-fly collects the channel statistics fed back from the corresponding base-stations. Two channel statistics: round-trip time (RTT) and the packet loss rate (PLR) are collected for estimating the channel conditions, no matter the packet loss and the round-trip delay are caused by network congestion or the unreliable transmission media. According to the channel estimation, the media gateway separates the error control operation for a mobile terminal into two modes: the SD and MD modes. In the case that one channel’s condition is good enough for delivering the video, the media gateway will choose the SD mode. On the other hand, when the mobile terminal moves to the boundary of two coverage areas served by two distinct base-stations, the channel condition may become relatively poor then channel switching is necessary. When detecting such channel switching, the media gateway will seek whether there exists another channel with acceptable channel quality to be used simultaneously for path diversity. If the alternative path is available, the server will choose the MD mode to diversify the transmission of video data. The media gateway will subsequently switch back to the SD mode when detecting that the client completes the handoff. As a result, the “Adaptive Error Control” (AEC) block adaptively deploys two error control schemes: content-based prioritized ARQ and MD transcoding for the SD and MD modes, respectively.

Fig. 5 depicts the proposed adaptive error control scheme for the three-tier streaming application scenario illustrated in Fig. 1. For simplicity of implementation but without loss of generality, we assume there are two transmission paths between the media gateway and a mobile terminal. The SD mode indicates that the mobile terminal stays in a coverage area served by a dominate base-station.
In this case, the channel bandwidth assigned to the mobile terminal is kept fixed since the terminal needs to share the wireless channel with other client terminals. In the SD mode, we propose a content-based prioritized ARQ method which adaptively determines the retransmission schedule of a lost packet based on its loss impact (e.g., the level of error propagation). The packet-level loss estimation is done in a front-end encoding process, which is usually performed off-line, and stored in the streaming server. The pre-analyzed content information is sent to the media gateway as auxiliary data (metadata) to guide the ARQ scheduling while streaming.

The ARQ scheme, however, may not be able to protect video packets well under highly bursty packet loss situations which often happen during the channel handoff as illustrated in Fig. 3. To address the channel handoff problem, we propose to use in the MD mode an MDSQ transcoder to split the incoming bitstream into two descriptions which are sent via two diverse channels served by two base-stations. This method effectively enhances error robustness against the worst situation in which both channels are not reliable, whereas the coding efficiency is reduced due to the redundancy intentionally added to the two descriptions. Although the MD transcoding will increase the overall bitrate, the data rate in a single channel will not be increased (actually it will be reduced) since the data are split into two separate channels. However, a dynamic bandwidth management mechanism may need to be used to handle the traffic variations in channels due to the channel handoff. As MD transcoding will change the loss impacts of packets, in our method, the prioritized ARQ is performed only in the SD mode, although the loss estimation obtained in the SD mode still somehow reflects the relative importance of lost packets in the MD mode.

2.3. Channel statistics used for error control

With the medium access mechanism of IEEE 802.11 [4], should the condition of a channel become poor, the transmit station may need to resend the lost packets several times, leading to increased delay time for the packets to arrive at the receiver. A prolonged round-trip time therefore reflects the loss probability that is due to impaired channel error caused by the signal fading or noise interference. Furthermore, a poor channel condition usually also leads to a high packet loss rate, since a packet will be dropped after its retry limit has been reached. The round-trip time and packet loss rate are therefore the two major attributes that can be utilized to estimate the channel status [28,29].

In our experiments, the base-stations use the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to send the probe frames to the clients every 0.1 s and then receive the ACK frames from the clients. The higher the probing period, the heavier the extra channel bandwidth consumed by probe frames. On the other hand, the lower the probing period, the lower the refresh rate of channel status. Only a departure timestamp and a sequence number are carried in each probe frame and also in the corresponding ACK frame. For the probing, it is difficult to measure the delay time accurately unless the clock times of the stations and the client are well synchronized. Using the round-trip time to replace the one-way delay to estimate the channel condition is more reliable, since the receiver sends back the ACK frame to the station immediately via the same channel. In our method, each base-station itself calculates the average RTT of the ith channel, RTT, and the corresponding average packet loss rate, PLR, from a base-station to the client in a sliding time interval with C packets as follows:

$$\text{RTT} = \frac{1}{C} \sum_{k=0}^{C} \text{RTT}_k$$

$$\text{PLR} = \frac{1}{C} \sum_{k=0}^{C} \text{PL}_k$$

$$\max \text{RTT} = \max(\text{RTT}_i, \max \text{RTT}^{i-1})$$

where RTT stands for the round-trip time of the kth packet (ahead from the current time instance) via the ith channel, and PL denotes its corresponding status of loss.
packet is lost or corrupted, $PL^i_k = 1$, and its RTT$^i_j$ is assigned to be maxRTT$^i$.

3. Content-based prioritized ARQ

ARQ is a useful channel coding tool to mitigate the effect of error propagation due to packet loss, especially for video streaming over a packet erasure channel like wireless LANs. However, in a fixed-rate channel without extra bandwidth reserved for resending lost packets, the retransmitted packets will compete for the limited bandwidth with regular video packets. Because each video packet contributes unequal importance to the video content, thereby leading to a different level of error propagation should it be lost, the retransmission of a lost packet should be properly scheduled by its importance so as to maximize the visual quality under the bandwidth limitation. In this work, we propose a content-adaptive prioritized ARQ scheme, based on pre-analyzed packet importance information, as a channel coding tool to enhance the error robustness of streaming video. The level of packet importance is measured by estimating the loss-impact value (i.e., the error propagation effect) of each packet. In our method, this measurement is performed offline and the results are stored in the streaming server for guiding the packet retransmission scheduling and decision in the media gateway.

3.1. Packet-level loss estimation

To estimate the impact of each lost packet, we use our previous method proposed in [3] which characterizes the pixel-level error propagation effect using two parameters: pixel reference count (PRC) and pixel-wise concealment error (PCE). This method first calculates the pixel-level loss-impact (LI) metric as the product of PRC and PCE by

$$LI(x, y, n) = PRC(x, y, n) \times PCE(x, y, n)$$

where $PRC(x, y, n)$ represents the frequency of pixel $(x, y)$ of frame $n$ being referenced by pixels in the following frames within a GOP in the motion-compensated prediction (MCP) process as illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be calculated recursively by summing up the individual reference counts of pixels in frame $n+1$ which refer to pixel $(x, y)$ of frame $n$ in the reverse tracking order from the last frame to the first frame of a GOP as in (5), where $N_{GOP}$ is the GOP size. In (6), $PCE(x, y, n)$ denotes the norm of concealment error of pixel $(x, y)$ of frame, where $f(x, y, n)$ is the pixel value of pixel $(x, y)$ in frame $n$, assuming the zero-motion error concealment scheme [21] is adopted.

$$PRC(x, y, n) = \begin{cases} \sum_{(x', y', n+1)} PRC(x', y', n+1) & 1 \leq n < N_{GOP} \\ 1 & n = N_{GOP} \end{cases}$$

$$PCE(x, y, n) = |f(x, y, n) - f(x, y, n - 1)|^2$$

As depicted in Fig. 7, we then use the motion information to calculate the current frame’s macroblock-level error-propagation by

$$EP_{MB}(m, n) = \sum_{(x, y) \in MB_{m,n}} LI(x + MV_x, y + MV_y, n - 1)$$

where $m$ denotes the macroblock index in a frame; $(x, y)$ denotes the pixel coordinate; $n$ represents the time index; ($MV_x, MV_y$) represents the associated motion vector of pixel $(x, y)$. Finally, all $EP_{MB}$'s in one packet are summed up to estimate the packet-level error-propagation as follows:

$$EP^k_{pkt}(n) = \sum_{m=1}^{N_{MB}} EP_{MB}(m, n)$$

where $k$ denotes the packet index of a frame, and $N_{MB}$ denotes the number of macroblocks in the packet. The packet-level error propagation measure is taken as the estimation of the packet loss impact value of each packet.

Fig. 8 shows an example of the packet loss impact values for the QCIF Foreman sequence of 300 frames which is coded at 384 Kbps. In our experiments, a slice containing one row of macroblocks is encapsulated into one packet. Note, the loss estimation can be performed offline for pre-recorded video streaming applications, thereby resulting in no extra computational complexity while performing real-time transmission. Besides, the loss estimation is based on the assumption that there is only a single packet loss in a GOP. Since the prioritized ARQ determines the retransmission priority according to packets, relative importance, our experimental results show that the proposed loss estimation is reasonably accurate even when there are multiple lost packets in a GOP.

3.2. Content-adaptive prioritized retransmission

According to the packet-level loss estimation, we propose a content-adaptive prioritized retransmission scheme. Note that, the retransmitted packets will consume part of available bandwidth as well as cause extra transmission delay. In this work, we consider the application scenario that the retransmissions of lost packets from the media gateway may cause the network resource contention.
between the regular video packets and the protection information. Under this constrained scenario, if an important packet gets lost but cannot be resent due to the limited bandwidth, serious quality degradation may be introduced. One feasible solution to this problem is to drop out some “unimportant” regular packets so as to use the saved bandwidth to retransmit the “important” lost packets under a retransmission delay constraint. The level of importance of a packet is measured by its loss-impact value defined above.

Since the packet loss behavior of a communication channel is difficult to predict in advance, what “regular” packets the server is sending while receiving a retransmission request (i.e., a NAK packet) is also dependent on the arrival time of the request. In addition, the play-out deadline left for a retransmitted packet also varies dynamically, making it difficult to determine an optimal retransmission policy in real-time. We propose a low-complexity Greedy algorithm [30] for making the retransmission decision in real-time while still achieving satisfactory performance. In our method, the client will initially determine whether or not to request a retransmission for a lost packet according to its play-out deadline. While receiving a retransmission request for a lost packet, the media gateway decides whether or not to resend the lost packet by comparing the loss-impact of the lost packet with those of regular packets in the transmitter queue. In the proposed Greedy algorithm When a lost packet is resent, the queuing regular packet(s) with the least loss-impact rank(s) and a similar total size to that of the resent packet will be dropped out so as to regulate the output bit-rate to meet the bandwidth requirement.

The proposed method requires additional side information for recording the loss-impact rank of each video packet within a GOP, which consumes extra bandwidth. For example, the maximum number of rank-orders of packet-level impact values is 270 for a QCIF video with a GOP size of 30, leading to 9 bits per packet to represent the full rank-orders of loss-impact values, respectively. The resultant overhead cost is about 0.63% for a QCIF video coded at 384 Kbps and 30 fps. The overhead cost can be further reduced by quantizing the rank-orders into few bits. The proposed content-based prioritized ARQ algorithm is summarized as follows:

**Algorithm: Content-Based Prioritized ARQ**

**Client side:**

if 
\( T_{cur} + RTT_n + D_s \geq T_d (pkt_{lost}^n) \)
/* the retransmitted packet cannot meet the play-out schedule */
do not request retransmission
else
request retransmission
------------------ ---------------------------

**Server side:**

if the media gateway receives a retransmission request for \( pkt_{lost}^n \)
{ 
find \( pkt_m \) with the smallest loss-impact in the queuing regular packets with size(\( pkt_m \)) \( \geq \) size(\( pkt_{lost}^n \)) under the \( T_d (pkt_{lost}^n) \) constraint
if \( pkt_m \) exists and the impact value of \( pkt_{lost}^n \) is greater than \( pkt_m \)
retransmit \( pkt_{lost}^n \) and drop out \( pkt_m \)
else
send the regular packets and ignore the retransmission request for \( pkt_{lost}^n \)
}

---
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where pkt\textsubscript{lost} \(n\) stands for the \(n\)th lost packet and pkt\textsubscript{reg} represents the \(n\)th regular packet. \(T\text{\_cur}\) represents the current time. \(T_{\text{dur}}(\text{pkt}\text{\_lost})\) denotes the play-out deadline for pkt\textsubscript{lost} \(n\) and size(pkt\textsubscript{lost} \(n\)) is the packet’s packet size. RTT\text{\_av}\(n\) denotes the average round-trip time estimated for pkt\textsubscript{lost} \(n\) by (1) at the client terminal, which is updated every 0.1 s in our system.

4. Channel-aware MD transcoding

The proposed MDSQ transcoder is aimed at dealing with the handoff between two base-stations separated by a certain distance in wireless LANs. The transitions due to channel switching usually happen across the coverage boundary of the two base-stations, which may lead to poor channel conditions for both channels via the two base-stations. As a result, in the proposed method, estimating the relative qualities of the two channels is usually sufficient for the mode decision to choose either a better-condition channel or both channels with similar conditions.

4.1. Channel-aware mode switching

As illustrated in the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 9, the media gateway which is currently operated in the SD mode will, at the next stage, either switch to the MD mode which sends video data via multiple paths or still stay in the SD mode which sends the data via the same channel. Assuming the media gateway is originally operated in the SD mode via \(S_i\), in our method, when PLR\textsuperscript{i} exceeds PLR\textsuperscript{j} by more than a predetermined threshold PLR\textsuperscript{SD}, the media gateway will switch to the MD mode by transcoding the video data and send the two descriptions via \(S_j\) and \(S_k\), respectively. If channel \(j\) is not significantly better than channel \(i\) in terms of PLR, our method will compare the RTTs of the two channels. If RTT\textsuperscript{i} is larger than RTT\textsuperscript{j} by \(k_{SD} \times RTT\textsuperscript{i}\), the media gateway will also switch to the MD mode; otherwise it will stay in the SD mode (via \(S_i\)).

If the media gateway is currently staying in the MD mode, it will either remain in the MD mode or switch to the SD mode by sending data through the channel in a relatively better channel condition at the next stage. In our method, PLR\textsuperscript{i} – PLR\textsuperscript{j} > PLR\textsuperscript{MD} (where PLR\textsuperscript{MD} > PLR\textsuperscript{SD}) in the MD mode indicates the condition of channel \(i\) becomes much poorer such that the media gateway needs to switch to the SD mode via \(S_j\). Otherwise, in the case that RTT\textsuperscript{i} – RTT\textsuperscript{j} > \(k_{MD} \times RTT\textsuperscript{i}\), the system will also choose to switch to the SD mode via \(S_j\). Note that, the lower the values of PLR\textsuperscript{SD}, PLR\textsuperscript{MD}, \(k_{SD}\), and \(k_{MD}\), the higher the frequency of mode switches, thereby making it more sensitive to noise. Appropriate setting of these threshold values according to propagation environment and base-station layout can prevent excessive mode switches due to “ping-ponging” between two modes [32].

Algorithm: Channel-Aware Mode Decision for MD Transcoding

**SD(S) mode:** the media gateway is operated in the SD mode via \(S_i\).

**PLR\textsuperscript{i} and RTT\textsuperscript{i}:** Average packet loss rate and round-trip time of channel \(i\)

**PLR\textsuperscript{SD}, PLR\textsuperscript{MD}, k_{SD}, and k_{MD}:** Predetermined parameters for the round-trip time and packet loss rate in the SD and MD modes (PLR\textsuperscript{MD} > PLR\textsuperscript{SD})

In the SD(S) mode:

\[
\text{if } (\text{PLR}\textsuperscript{i} – \text{PLR}\textsuperscript{j} > \text{PLR}\textsuperscript{SD})
\]

Switch to the MD mode: transcoding the video data into two descriptions, and send the two descriptions via two channels separately

\[
\text{else}
\]

\[
\text{if } (\text{RTT}\textsuperscript{i} – \text{RTT}\textsuperscript{j} > k_{SD} \times \text{RTT}\textsuperscript{i})
\]

Switch to the MD mode: transcoding the video data into two descriptions, and send the two descriptions via two channels separately

\[
\text{else}
\]

Stay in the SD(S) mode: directly forward the video data through channel \(i\) (via \(S_i\)) without transcoding

In the MD mode:

\[
\text{if } (\text{PLR}\textsuperscript{i} – \text{PLR}\textsuperscript{j} > \text{PLR}\textsuperscript{MD})
\]

Switch to the SD(S) mode: forward the video data through channel \(j\) (via \(S_j\)) without transcoding
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4.2. MDSQ transcoding

MDC schemes have been widely studied in the literature [13,14]. Because of its simplicity, we adopt in this work the MDSQ coding scheme [15] as an error resilience transcoding tool to demonstrate the power of channel-aware MDC-based transcoding. Other more sophisticated MDC schemes [22–27] can also be used in the proposed framework to further improve the performance, whereas the computational complexity of transcoding may also be increased.

Fig. 10 shows the MDSQ transcoder and decoder used in the media gateway and the client, respectively. We adopt a low-complexity compressed-domain MDSQ transcoder which is composed of three components: variable-length decoder (VLD), index mapper $a()$, and variable-length coder (VLC). The transcoder can also be replaced with another higher performance transcoder, such as a close-loop pixel or DCT-domain transcoder [2] with a more sophisticated MDC scheme to improve the visual quality at the cost of significantly higher complexity [22–27]. In the index mapper of the transcoder, the central quantization index $i_0$ is mapped into two “side” quantization indices $i_1$ and $i_2$. The two side quantization indices are treated as two descriptions and sent through two distinct channels. By the conclusion drawn in [15], the valid elements of index assignment matrices are designed to concentrate around the diagonal line of the matrix. Such an index assignment matrix is controlled by a redundancy parameter $k$, and the width of diagonal lines of the matrix is set to $2 \times k + 1$. A larger $k$ corresponds to smaller redundancy. That is, when $k$ becomes larger, the central distortion $D_0$ (when receiving both descriptions) will be smaller, whereas the side distortion $D_s$ (receiving only one description) will become larger, giving the same bit rate. At the receiver side, the MDSQ decoder applies inverse index mapping $a^{-1}()$ from two received side quantization indices $i_1$ and $i_2$ to find a central quantization index $i_0$, and then performs inverse scalar quantization on $i_0$ to obtain the reconstruction value $\hat{X}$ of the source. When only one description (quantization index) is received by the decoder, there would be a set of possible central quantization indices. In this case, the mean value of cell intervals of all central indices is taken as the reconstructed value $\hat{X}$ to minimize the distortion from the original source $X$. Fig. 11 shows an example of an index assignment of MDSQ, which maps a central quantization index in the set $\{1,2,\ldots,N\}$ into a pair of side quantization indices in the set $\{1,2,\ldots,M\}$.

5. Experimental results

In our experiments, we first use the OPNET [31] network simulator to generate packet loss patterns to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes, and then determine appropriate parameters, $\text{PLR}_{SD}$, $\text{PLR}_{MD}$, $k_{SD}$, and $k_{MD}$, for the proposed algorithms accordingly. We subsequently use the testbed system established in our laboratory to verify the proposed schemes again. In the experiments, three QCIF test sequences, Foreman, Coastguard, and News are encoded at 384 Kbps and 30 fps with a GOP size of 30 using a public-domain MPEG-4 coder [33]. A slice containing one row of macroblocks is encapsulated into one packet. The range of average packet length is 350–850 bytes for I-frame packets and 155–165 bytes for P-frame packets. We adopt the zero-motion replacement method [21] for concealing the lost video data.

5.1. Simulation of channel status detection mechanism

The parameters used for the OPNET network simulator are listed in Table 1. In the simulations, the wireless domain is configured at the “ad hoc” mode with the access point...
Table 1
Parameters used in the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters for wireless LAN</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>11 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical characteristics</td>
<td>Frequency hopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access point functionality</td>
<td>Disabled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters for environment setup</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance between $S_1$ and $S_2$</td>
<td>300 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving speed of mobile users</td>
<td>4 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters for channel status estimation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probing period ($T_{probe}$)</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLR$_{SD}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLR$_{MD}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{SD}$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{MD}$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

functionality disabled. The channel rate of wireless LAN is 11 Mbps with frequency-hopping physical links. The distance between the two base-stations, $S_1$ and $S_2$, is assumed to be 100 m. The speed of the mobile user moving from $S_1$ to $S_2$ is set to be 4 km/h to simulate a pedestrian speed. Table 1 also lists the probing period and the four threshold values used in the experiments. The traces of packet loss rates and round-trip delays of the two channels via $S_1$ and $S_2$, generated with the OPNET simulator are shown in Fig. 12, respectively. The channel selection result determined by the media gateway is also shown in Fig. 12. From the channel selection result, the path via $S_1$ is chosen first. During the period between time instances 46 and 56, both the two paths via $S_1$ and $S_2$ are respectively used to send the two descriptions of video obtained from the MDSQ transcoding. Finally, only the path via $S_1$ is used to send a single description after time instance 56.

5.2. Performance evaluation of MD transcoding in the proposed testbed

In order to construct a roaming environment in a laboratory environment, the two base-stations are physically separated by about 30 m and their transmitting power is reduced to 25%. We simulate a roam between stations $S_1$ and $S_2$ with a scenario that a client moves from station $S_1$ toward station $S_2$ and then moves back to $S_1$ at a pedestrian speed. Fig. 13 shows the PLR and RTT traces of the two channels via $S_1$ and $S_2$, respectively, and the channel selection result by the transcoder. At time instance 180 in Fig. 13, the mode decision mechanism detects that the PLR and RTT of the condition of the first path via $S_1$ are going worse and finds that the second path via $S_2$ is in good condition. It thus decides to choose the MD mode to deliver the data to the client through both paths. Then at time instance 210, because the first path’s condition becomes even worse than the second path’s, the video packets are sent through the second path (via $S_2$) entirely. The situation is similar during time instances 395–414 when the client happens to roam from $S_2$ to $S_1$.

We can observe from the frame-by-frame channel utilization for the Foreman sequence shown in Fig. 14 that, in the MD mode during frames 98–110 and 225–232, the data rate is about 27% higher than that of the SD mode if no video quality loss (i.e., no drift) is introduced by the transcoder. Such excessive data rate will only appear in very short periods during channel transition. As shown in Table 2, the overall data rate of MD mode is higher than that of the SD mode by about 21–27% for the three test sequences. Since the data are transmitted via two separate channels, the excessive data rate will not introduce heavy burden on individual channels. Table 3 shows the run-time analysis of the transcoding of MD mode on an Intel Pentium-M 1.4-GHz PC with 1.24-GB RAM. The processing speed of the MDSQ transcoder is about 126.6–137.0 QCIF fps, which can meet the real-time processing requirement. Fig. 15 compares the frame-by-frame PSNR performances of the proposed method and the traditional roaming scheme in IEEE 802.11 WLANs for a situation with two handoffs happening in the fourth and eighth GOPs. Evidently, the proposed MD coding with multipath diversity can significantly mitigate the distortion caused by transient channel switching due to roaming. The average PSNR performance improvement on the corrupted frames using the proposed method is about 3.34–7.18 dB for the channel condition used in our experiments. Some reconstructed frames are illustrated in Fig. 16 for subjective quality comparison.

5.3. Performance evaluation of the content-based prioritized retransmission

To evaluate the performance of the proposed prioritized ARQ scheme, we use a two-state Markov model, which adopts a simplified Gilbert channel at the packet level [9] to generate test patterns for three packet loss rates (PLRs): 5%, 10%, and 15%. Ten different test patterns are generated for each packet loss rate. Such high packet loss rates usually lead to multiple lost packets within a GOP. Since the loss of picture header will destroy the whole frame, we set the loss impact of the first packet with the picture header of a frame to be the sum of all the impact values.
of the packets in the frame. Another alternative is to protect the picture header using the Header Extension Code (HEC) provided in MPEG-4, which inserts duplicate copies of important header information to other packets. We compare the proposed prioritized ARQ scheme with the typical Early-Deadline-First (EDF) scheme [5], the FBS scheme [10,11], and that without retransmission protection. Note that, FBS is also kind of content adaptive error protection schemes since it protects a frame according to the frame’s loss impact that is evaluated by counting the number of frames that are inter-coded with respect to the frame. Table 4 compares the average PSNR performances for the three test sequences, and Figs. 17–19 illustrate the corresponding frame-by-frame PSNR performances. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme achieves significant average PSNR improvement (up to 2.3 dB) over the FBS and EDF schemes, especially for packet losses that occur in high-motion frames.
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Table 3
Run-time analysis of the MD transcoding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Total time (s)</th>
<th>Average processing speed (fps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreman</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>126.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastguard</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>135.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>137.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graph of frame utilization](image)

Table 2
Transcoding cost at the MD mode for the test sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>QCIF 300 frames 384 Kbps</th>
<th>SD mode (single stream)</th>
<th>MD mode (two streams)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average PSNR (dB)</td>
<td>Data-size (byte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman</td>
<td>35.83</td>
<td>467,174</td>
<td>35.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastguard</td>
<td>34.07</td>
<td>466,286</td>
<td>34.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>40.37</td>
<td>479,057</td>
<td>40.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Channel statistics collected from our streaming testbed: (a) the traces of PLR, (b) the traces of RTT for the two channels via the S₁ and S₂ stations, respectively, and (c) the channel selection result by the transcoder.

Fig. 14. Frame-by-frame channel utilization (Foreman, N₆₀₀ = 30).
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Since the proposed scheme tends to retransmit lost packets of higher loss-impact ranks by dropping out regular packets of less importance, it achieves better video quality most of the time. On the other hand, the EDF scheme only considers the play-out deadline without taking into account the priorities of video packets. Packets of higher importance may be dropped out if their play-out deadlines are earlier than the dropped one's. The loss impact estimations scheme of FBS that simply counts the number of frames inter-coded with respect to the frame may not reflect the actual importance of the frame very well. Moreover, with the proposed method, if the client does not successfully receive a retransmitted video packet, the dropped packet may still have a chance to be retransmitted again as long as its play-out deadline can be met. In some rare cases (see Figs. 17–19), when the actual error propagation caused by the regular packets that are replaced during packet retransmission are higher than that of the resent packets, the proposed method, EDF, and FBS may degrade the visual quality. The reason for such quality degradation is that it is very difficult to find an optimal schedule of sending regular and retransmitted packets considering both their error propagations and play-out deadlines without performing a prohibitively high complexity exhaustively search. Fig. 20 shows some reconstructed frames for evaluating the subjective visual quality of the proposed prioritized ARQ scheme.
6. Concluding remarks and future work

We proposed an adaptive error protection scheme in the media gateway to mitigate the packet loss caused by client roaming or other transient channel failures. Our scheme divides the error control operation into the SD and MD modes according to the RTTs and PLRs reported from the base-stations. As a result, our scheme deploys content-based prioritized RQ and channel-aware MD transcoding for error protection in the SD and MD modes, respectively. The proposed prioritized ARQ scheme determines the retransmission schedule of a lost packet based on the loss estimation of the lost packet which is obtained in an off-line coding process and prestored in the streaming server. The proposed channel-aware MD transcoding scheme will try to find an alternative channel with an acceptable channel condition to be used simultaneously for path diversity when detecting a mobile client roaming from one station to another. Experimental results demonstrated the proposed scheme can handle transient channel failures very well, while still keeping low extra computational complexity and overhead cost. We have established a testbed for real-time multipath streaming to verify the performance of the proposed schemes. The experimental results show that the proposed method achieves significant visual quality improvement over traditional methods. The proposed methods can also be extended to cellular applications, such as 3G systems, to achieve error robust handoffs among base-stations for mobile users in wireless Wide Area Networks (WANs).

In our current method, the prioritized ARQ is used only in the SD mode since MD transcoding will change the loss impact values of lost packets. While MD transcoding is activated, we can choose to either disable ARQ or resort to traditional ARQ. Although the loss estimation is done

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Retransmission method</th>
<th>Average PSNR (dB) for different PLRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman</td>
<td>Error free</td>
<td>36.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>32.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBS drop</td>
<td>31.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDF drop</td>
<td>28.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No ARQ</td>
<td>28.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastguard</td>
<td>Error free</td>
<td>31.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>30.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBS Drop</td>
<td>29.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDF Drop</td>
<td>28.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No ARQ</td>
<td>28.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>Error free</td>
<td>36.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBS Drop</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDF Drop</td>
<td>34.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Averaged PSNR comparison of different schemes for three test sequences under three different channel conditions (10 test patterns)

Fig. 17. Frame-by-frame PNSR performance comparison of the QCIF Foreman sequence coded at 384 Kbps under three different channel conditions.
Fig. 18. Frame-by-frame PNSR performance comparison of the QCIF Coastguard sequence coded at 384 Kbps under three different channel conditions.

Fig. 19. Frame-by-frame PNSR performance comparison of the News sequence coded at 384 Kbps under three different channel conditions.
in the SD mode, the estimation still somehow reflects the relative importance of lost packets even in the MD mode. We are still investigating how to reasonably apply the prioritized ARQ in the MD mode to further enhance error robustness.
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